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Scattering kernels for the muon difrusion equation
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Diffusion of muonic hydrogen atoms in gaseous hydrogen is studied. Scattering kernels are de-

rived from the kinematics of an inelastic binary collision. The effect of rotations of the hydrogen

molecules is treated by defining and computing an effective inelastic energy transfer Q,e. The

Doppler effect is taken into account by averaging the cross sections over the Maxwellian velocity

distribution of the target molecules.

I. INTRODUCTION

and the average cosine of the scattering angle

f dE f dlsoltoX(E ~E po)
Pc(E') =

X(E'}

where X(E'), the total cross section, is defined by

(2)

X(E')= f dE Xo(E'~E) . (3)

In this paper we derive expressions for Xo and po and

present numerical results. The basic diSculty, which
makes the muonic case qualitatively different from neu-

tron scattering, is the large hyperfine splitting between
the triplet (S =1) and singlet (S =0) states. Unlike in

the case of ordinary hydrogen, where the hyperfine split-
ting has an energy only 5.9X10 eV (21 cm), the
hyperfine splitting in the muonic hydrogen atom is about
0.183 eV. Since the energies considered in the work de-
scribed here are of the same order, the singlet-triplet
transitions must be taken into account in the diffusion
process.

In Sec. II we present the kinematics of this two-level
system colliding with a stationary scattering center.
These kinematics are inelastic in nature, because of the

An understanding of the diffusion of muonic hydrogen
atoms in molecular hydrogen is of interest both for the
analysis of experiments on nuclear capture of muons'
and for the study of muon-catalyzed fusion.

This diffusion process is governed by a time-, space-,
and energy-dependent transport equation whose solution
is intractable unless certain simplifying assumptions are
made. We have begun an analysis of this diffusion pro-
cess using an analog to the Selengut-Goertzel approxima-
tion of neutron transport theory. It is well known that
muonic hydrogen atoms behave similarly to neutrons, be-
cause they are neutral and very small (Bohr radius ap-
proximately 2SO fm}. Hence the use of neutron transport
theory is quite reasonable. In this approach the total
scattering cross section for an atom of energy E' to
scatter to energy E through an angle cos 'po
[X(E'~E,p )]cis not required. One needs only the first

moment

Xo(E'~E)= fX(E'~E,po)disc (1)

II. KINEMATICS

The kinematics of elastic scattering has been studied
extensively. ' For the inelastic case, Schiff suggests that
the kinematics can be obtained from the elastic case by
replacing m, im z (where m, is the mass of the projectile,
and m 2 the mass of the target) by

' 1/2
E I/

rn2 E"+Q
m&

(4)

where E"=E'rn impel(m, +mz) is the kinetic energy of
the scatterer in the center-of-mass coordinate system and

Q is the amount of energy that is converted from internal
energy to kinetic energy during the collision process (Q is
positive for exothermic and negative for endothermic col-
lisions). This substitution only partially carries out the
conversion from elastic to inelastic kinematics. A com-
plete description of the kinematics of inelastic scattering
must be derived from conservation of energy and momen-
tum, as in the elastic case."

Since only the ratio of the projectile and the target
masses is relevant for the kinematics, we may consider a
projectile of unit mass and a target of mass A. It is help-
ful to describe the collision in both the center-of-mass
coordinate system (CMCS) and in the laboratory coordi-
nate system (LCS). In LCS (respectively, CMCS), the
projectile enters the collision with speed v'=(2E')'~ (re-
spectively, u'), scatters through the angle cos 'iso (re-

spectively, cos 'p, ), and emerges with speed v =(2E)'
(respectively, u). Since the CMCS moves relative to the

transitions of the projectile between the singlet and triplet
states, slightly modified by induced rotational transitions
in the target, which are required to conserve angular
momentum. In Sec. III we compute the change in the
hyperfine transition energy, taking into account the rota-
tional energy levels of the scatterer (i.e., a hydrogen mole-
cule). Vibrational transitions are ignored, because of
their high energy. The changes induced in the scattering
cross section by the thermal motion of the molecules
(Doppler effect) are presented in Sec. IV. We will use
these cross sections to obtain (numerical) solutions of the
time-dependent Selengut-Goertzel equations in slab
geometry in a subsequent paper.
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LCS with speed u~ ——v'/( A +1), the speed of the target
in the CMCS equals v~ before the collision and is denot-
ed by vT after the collision. Since the total momentum in
the CMCS equals 0, we have

Q =AUT (5)

Let V, and Vf be the potential energy of the projectile (in
this case, V; and Vf refer to the internal energies of the
triplet and singlet spin states) before and after scattering,
respectively. Energy conservation in the CMCS yields

as follows easily from (10) and (11).
Now we are ready to use the above relations in com-

puting the scattering cross sections. Because of the low
kinetic energy of the projectile, only s-wave (i.e., zero an-
gular momentum) scattering is possible. Therefore the
scattering is isotropic in the CMCS:

X(E',p, )=-,'X(E') .

From

—,'(v' —u~) + V;+ —,
'

Aust' = —,'u + Vf+ —,'Aur . (6)

Combining conservation laws (5) and (6) and noting that
and Eq. (11) follows:

(14)

Q = V; —Vf,

we find

'

(A +1)'X(E')
4AEtp(EI) (I 0 I 0(E )

X(E'~E )u }- if E gE &E+,
u = P(E')v',

A+1
where

A+1 Q

' 1/2

(8)

where

0, otherwise, (15)

1+APp,

(1+2APp + A P )'
(10)

and a relation between the initial and final energy of the
projectile in the LCS as a function of the scattering angle:

The velocity of the projectile in the LCS is the vector
sum of its velocity in the CMCS and the velocity of the
CMCS relative to the LCS (Fig. 1.). Using the law of
cosines along with Eq. (8) yields immediately

, [AP(E')kl]
(A +1)

(16)

( A +1)'X(E') . +
Xv(E'~E) = 4 AE'p(E')

0, otherwise (17)

The 5 function in Eq. (15) implements the fact that pv is

uniquely determined with the choice of E' and E. The
moments of the scattering kernel are obtained from (15)
by a trivial integration. We only need the zeroth moment

(A p +2Apju, +I) .
(A +1)

(11)
and the first moment

As p~l these reduce to the well-known equation for
elastic scattering. At a fixed initial projectile energy E'
the scattering angle in the LCS becomes a function of the
final projectile energy E

X)(E'~E)=Xv(E'~E)pu(E) . (18)

The average cosine of the scattering angle in the LCS is
obtained by integrating Eq. (18) over the final energy:

luo(E)= —(A +1)1 E
1 /2

AP —1 E'
A+1 E

' 1/2

(12)
Po(E') = .

1 ——,
' AP(E')+-,' A'P'(E')

if Q &0 and E'& (19)A( — )

A —1

2

p( E )
otherwise

Again, the well-known elastic limits of the above formu-
las" are recovered by noting that P~ 1 as Q —+0.

FIG. 1. Relation between the LCS and the CMCS velocities.

III. EFFECTIVE INELASTIC
ENERGY TRANSFER ( Q,I )

In this section we analyze the inelastic processes S~T
and T~S more fully. The first argument involves con-
servation of angular momentum. Because of the very low
energy there is no orbital angular momentum involved.
Furthermore, radiationless transitions, when allowed, are
favored over photon emission by a factor of a (a is the
finite-structure constant}. Therefore, the change in the
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spin of the atom must be compensated by a change in the

angular momentum of the molecule. Let I denote the nu-

clear spin (I =0 corresponds to parahydrogen, I =1 to
orthohydrogen), J the rotational angular momentum of
the hydrogen molecule and K their sum. The Pauli prin-

ciple implies that orthohydrogen is always in an odd-J
state and parahydrogen in an even-J state.

We denote by W, and Wf the initial and final rotation-
al energy levels of the molecule and write the conserva-
tion of energy in the LCS:

E'+ V;+ W; =E + Vf + Wf, (20)

where, we recall, V; and Vf are the internal energies of
the muonic atom. We notice that for the purposes of ki-
nematics V and W play equivalent roles. Hence the prop-
er generalization of the definition of energy transfer Q
[Eq. (7)] is

Q,f ——V; —Vf+ W, —Wf . (21)

Since we are not interested in the scattering involving
transitions between particular rotational states but only
in the overall effect of all rotational transitions, we define

the effective inelastic energy transfer Q,» as the average
of Q;f (defined as follows).

Averaging will be carried out in two steps. In the first
step we fix the initial rotational angular momentum J =i
and average over all possible final angular inomenta J =f
by defining

Q =&PfQf
f

(22)

where P;, the probability for finding the molecule in state
i at temperature T, is proportional to the Boltzmann fac-
tor and to the degeneracy of the level due to angular
momentum

W;
P -(2I+1)(2J+1)exp kT

(24)

where P,f are the conditional probabilities for ending in a
final state with J =f, given that initially J =i The p.ossi-
ble states are constrained by conservation of energy and
total angular momentum. Since at least to our
knpwledge the quantities P,f have not been calculated or
measured, we approximate them and then try to argue
that the result is not very sensitive ta the particular ap-
proxirnation used. In the equal probability approxima-
tion we assume that the probabilities for all the possible
final states are equal. Then P,f is proportional to the de-

generacy of the final state, as given by its total angular
momentum. More accurate is the neutron approxima-
tion, in which we take the probability for ending in a
state with J =f to be the same as for the case of neutron
scattering and use the results of Rahman. ' The degen-
eracy factor is of course the same as in the equal-
probability approximation.

In the second and last step we average over the thermal
distribution of initial rotational angular rnomenta

(23)

Note that 2I + 1 equals 1 for even J and 3 for odd J.
To understand the calculations, consider first the case

J, =0. Then, by the Pauli principle, I =0. Thus the total
angular momentum of the molecule K =0. Suppose the
incident atom undergoes a S~T transition. Then the
final angular momentum state of the molecule must be
K =1 to conserve angular momentum in the collision
process. K =1 can come only as J =1, I =1, so in this
example the molecule is excited from the J =0 to the
J =1 state.

As a second example, consider an S~T transition,
where initially the molecular state had J =1, implying
I =1, E =2, 1,0. Since the muonic atom spin F =0 ini-
tially, the total angular rnomenturn Jz.——K initially. This
means the molecule must be left in one of the states
K =3,2, 1,0, which can come from J =3, I =1; J =2,
I =0, I = 1; or J =0, I =0. All other possibilities are ex-
cluded by conservation of angular momentum and the
Pauli principle.

In this second example our first average (described
above) requires knowledge of the branching probabilities
to each of the final states characterized by J. We have al-
ready noted that Jz equals 0, 1, or 2; the probability of
these states is 9 3

and —,', respectively. If J& ——0, then
after the collision K =1, since F=1. This allows only
one possible final state, namely J =1, I =1. The proba-
bility of reaching it with Jz ——0 is —,'. If J&——1, then K =2
1, or 0 and there are four equally probable final states
J =3, I =1,J =2, I =0; J =1, I =1; and J =0, I =0, so
the probability of reaching them through Jz.——1 is —,', .
For J~=2, K =3,2, 1 and the allowed final states are
J =3,2, 1 all at probability —,', . Since we only care about
the final state and not about the way it was reached from
the given initial state, we sum the probabilities for
different J~ yielding the same final state J. This tells us

that the molecule goes to the state J =3 with probability
+ p7 ]08 to the state J =2 with the same probability,

to J =1 with probability —,', + —,', + —,
'=

]pg and to J =0
with probability —,', .

In the neutron approximation, the above probabilities
are weighted with the weight of neutron cross sections
obtained from Rahman, ' but numerically, there is no
significant difference —see Figs. 2 and 3.

The results of the calculation for two different temper-
atures are presented in Figs. 2-4. At T =100 K, only
the lowest two rotational levels were taken into account,
since they represent 99% of the ambient population,
while at T =300 K levels up to J =3 contribute appreci-
ably. Corresponding to the two inelastic processes
(T~S and S~P, we have two curves in each figure

(Q,»s and Q,», or rather —Q,», which is positive and
hence more convenient to plot). The curve

~ Q ~

=0.183
eV is given for reference since if the rotational transitions
are neglected, Q = ~Q ~

and Q = —~Q ~. Q,» is a
function of the initial kinetic energy of the muonic atom
E'. In the equal probability approximation this is due to
the fact that at higher E' more final states are allowed by
energy conservation, and so Q,» has steps corresponding
to the opening of new channels. In addition, in the neu-
tron approximation, the conditional probabilities P,-f are
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FIG. 2. Effective inelastic energy transfers QPf and —Qg, as
functions of the initial kinetic energy at 300 K (neutron approx-
irnation).

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2, for 100 K.
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functions of E'. At least qualitative agreement of the re-
sults given by the simple minded equal probability ap-
proximation and the neutron approximation shows that
the result is not very sensitive to the values of P;f. There-
fore the neutron approximation should give reasonable
results.

The results show that the effect of rotations is large
enough that it should be taken into account, since Q,ff

represents an about 15% correction compared to Q.

IV. DOPPLER EFFECT

kT
o b

—— 1.2+0.488, o.f, (25)

The expressions derived for Xo(E' —+E) and po(E') in

Sec. II assume that the target molecules are at rest, i.e.,
apply strictly only for T=0. For TgO, the thermal
motion of the molecule must be considered. The stan-
dard procedure' is to compute Xo and po for a fixed mol-
ecule and to average the result over the Maxwellian dis-
tribution of these velocities.

The resulting cross section Xo(E'~E; T) was first ob-
tained by Wigner and Wilkins' for elastic collisions be-
tween neutrons and nuclei. This cross section can be
used if it is modified in two ways, first for the inelasticity
and second for the fact that the scattering centers are
bound in molecules. (The available cross-section data are
for collisions between muonic hydrogen atoms and ordi-
nary hydrogen atoms, not molecules. )

The second correction has been introduced by Messi-
ah' for the case of incident neutrons. As we have al-
ready explained, the muonic atoms are very similar to
neutrons, so the same correction has been adopted. It is
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, using the equal-probability approxi-
mation.

where o.f is the "free" cross section, i.e., for the unbound
hydrogen atom. The cross section of the hydrogen mole-
cule is then o. =2~b. Messiah's theory is based on the
assumption that the initial energy of the projectile is large
compared to the mean level spacing of the initial rota-
tional states of the target molecule. ' In effect, this
means we can safely apply our theory to muonic atoms
whose original energy is greater than about 0.01 eV.

The first correction involves introducing Q, tr into the
Wigner-Wilkins cross section. We begin with the equa-
tion'
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FIG. 5. The zeroth moment of the scattering cross section
X0(E'~E), as a function of E, for E'=1 eV, at 300 K and at 0
K.

FIG. 6. The average cosines of the scattering angle p0 (E )

and p0 (E'), at 300 K and at 0 K.

X(E'~E;po}
No.

4m

E
Es

' 1/2

with

1/2 I

(e' +e )
'g1/2 1/2, , A q +6

(e~l/2+el/2)
(30}

00 K 2

dt exp i (E' E)t—— —(Tt it)—
—oo 2A

(26)

Here N is the number density of hydrogen molecules, T is
the temperature, and K is the momentum transfer, where

q +c' —c.

I /2 &1/2
i

I
ee+' '[erf(a) —erf(b}]

8 AE'13(E')
+erf(c) —erf( d )], (29)

,'K =E'+E —2(E'E)' p,o
—. (27)

Units in Eqs. (26) and (27) have been chosen such that
fi= 1, k = 1, and the rnuonic atom mass equals 1.

To adapt Eq. (26) to inelastic scattering we first multi-

ply the integrand by a factor exp( —ig,st) and secondly,
the cross section must be renormalized to have the
correct limit as T~O. This requires the replacement

&m 2 &m
(A +1)'

(28}
PA2

The zeroth moment of the cross section is obtained from
Eq. (26) by integrating over po and can be written in the
form
Xo(E'~E)

Q, E' Eq= —,c.'=, c=—.T' T' T
' (31)
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To help appreciate the importance of the Doppler
correction we show in Fig. 5 Xo(E'~E) as a function of
E, for E'=1 eV, at 300 and 0 K. In Fig. 6 we show
Juo(E') versus E' for the same two temperatures.
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